Cream

Cream is an instructional booklet on
performing an original piece of card magic
created by John Byrne.The Effect:A
spectator shuffles a BORROWED deck.
They freely select ANY card. It is placed
back into the deck at ANY position. The
deck is shuffled by the spectator AND by
the magician. The bottom two cards are
shown to be indifferent cards. The top two
cards are shown to be indifferent cards.
The magicians hands can be shown to be
empty. No sleeves required! The deck is
held face down in the magicians left hand.
The right hand covers the deck for a
moment. When the magicians fingers open,
the selected card is seen to have appeared
on top of the deck FACE UP!No Palming
is required!Super easy to learn and do, this
trick gets responses way above the minimal
effort required to learn and perform it.Full
performance instructions provided with full
color pictures (on a color device) included.
All you need is standard deck of cards.
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